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Abstract— As mobile phone technologies ramp up in 

sophistication, an application enjoying increased interest 

from retailers and marketers alike is the "mobile wallet." Put 

simply, mobile wallets, also known as "wallet phones," 

enable users to make "contactless" purchases via their 

mobile phone. They work similarly to credit cards, but the 

financial information is stored within your mobile phone for 

anytime access. 

In this paper we provide the design of both  SMS 

and GPRS for mobile transaction for mobile wallet and for 

available balance inquiry. We have demonstrated how this 

techniques implements in real world and provide software 

architecture  of the same system. We also focus on technical 

challenges to managing and implementing dependable 

transaction, and provide software solution using  J2ME. 

Key words: J2ME,SMS,Bluetooth,CLDC,MIDP(Mobile 

Information Device Profile), API(Application Programming 

Interface) , PDA (Portable Digital Assistance), 

PAN(Personal Area Networks),OBEX(Object Exchange). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the so-called "killer apps" from the late 1990s was 

m-commerce, a concept that fell completely flat even before 

the dot-com meltdown. However, the mobile wallet is a 

much different application that includes elements of mobile 

transactions, as well as other items one may find in a leather 

wallet, such as membership cards, loyalty cards, and other 

forms of identification. The most important benefit, though, 

may be technology that permits content discovery on mobile 

phones. [2] As mobile phone technologies ramp up in 

sophistication, an application enjoying increased interest 

from retailers and marketers alike is the "mobile wallet." Put 

simply, mobile wallets, also known as "wallet phones," 

enable users to make "contactless" purchases via their 

mobile phone. They work similarly to credit cards, but the 

financial information is stored within your mobile phone for 

anytime access. [1]  Besides the obvious benefit of not 

having to lug around a bulky wallet, mobile wallets allow 

users access to information stored in their cell phone at any 

point in time, examples being cash balances or transaction 

records. Moreover, the online nature of mobile wallets 

enables cell phones to be used as membership cards for 

clubs and loyalty programs, employee ID access cards, and 

even as a substitute for physical tickets for events or 

transportation venues such trains, buses and airplanes - with 

no card issuing costs. But the rollout of mobile wallets has 

been slow partly due to cost issues as well as security 

concerns, and there are lessons to be learned from its 

adoption in other countries. Card Technology Magazine, in 

its April issue, highlighted some of the existing hurdles to 

further adoption in Japan, a country seen as the earliest 

adopter of this technology.  [1] 

As with many rollouts, a key problem is that there 

still aren't enough places for consumers to use this 

technology, even though it's been available for over two 

years. About 100,000 terminals and readers have been 

deployed with retail merchants, not counting multiple 

brands accepted at the same shop or restaurant. That's a 

small number considering Japan's vast retail market. 

Additionally, equipping a POS terminal properly to accept 

mobile payments is pricey, currently around US$425. 

Finally, some consumers find the registration process too 

difficult. [1]  

Other problems have to do with the technology. 

Japan has struggled to solve difficulties personalizing 

phones over the air as well how to enable a better experience 

for downloading mobile wallet applications to the phone - a 

process that can take over an hour. Due to this, contactless 

mobile payment applications are now preloaded onto many 

of the handsets, a move that has increased the number of 

registered users significantly. [1] 

Another challenge is that contactless payment in 

Japan has no standard application, in part because 

contactless phones and cards use a nonstandard technology, 

FeliCa, from Sony. As a result, consumers may find a 

contactless POS terminal will not accept the brand of 

contactless credit or e-cash that they are carrying. [1]  

Regardless of the hurdles, many are confident that 

the industry will forge ahead steadily. One of Japan's largest 

retailers, The Aeon Group, has already installed iD 

terminals in about 90 stores with readers supporting more 

than one brand of contact less payment. Seven-Eleven 

Japan, McDonald's and many other brands are set to follow 

suit with multi-brand applications. [1] 

Phone penetration also appears hopeful, as leading 

Japanese mobile operator NTT DoCoMo and its competitors 

together have sold nearly 30 million phones since 2004, 

with 40 million projected by March 2008 - all having mobile 

payment pre-loaded and ready for instant registration. The 

goal? Capitalize on the estimated 60 trillion yen (US$514 

billion) Japanese consumers spend every year on low-value, 

primarily cash purchases. [1] 

With more participating outlets and an easier 

downloading and registration service, Japan's wallet-phone 

backers are intent to take on the slow task of changing the 

behavior of tens of millions of subscribers to their 

services.[1] 

Any application can implement in the real world 

using the Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) which is Java 

platform mainly design for compact devices and PDA which 

have very less memory and processing speed.J2ME gives 

virtual machine called JVM (Java Virtual Machine) to 

provide computer readable code. J2ME mostly used with the 

Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) and 

Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) both will gives 

extra API called optional API to create and manage desired 

application. The first part of the application of the Bluetooth 

is created using the Bluetooth API and OBEX API called 

Object Exchange. Bluetooth is combined with the SMS and 

enhanced the range of communication which is limited due 
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to the small range of Bluetooth. Second part of GPRS+SMS 

application can implemented using  WAP (Wireless 

Application Protocol) is a protocol that makes it possible to 

surf the Internet from a cellular phone or other handheld 

wireless devices. And Wireless Messaging API (WMA) 

which is API to create, send, and receive, the massage as 

well as the content of the message also manipulated using 

WMA. When we start to construct the application we must 

have CLDC1.0, CLDC1.1, MIDP1.0, MIDP2.0 

configuration added with the J2ME.Using above 

configuration we can create and run application on small 

memory devices of 160kb ROM and 32kb RAM[4] 

II. BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS[3] 

In general, the business documentation assessed the 

following three key areas. 

1. How are mobile payments likely to evolve from a user 

perspective and are remote or local payments likely to be 

most common initially 

2. What are the related business requirements? 

3. What level of security is required to execute mobile 

payment transactions? 

A. Payment Opportunities:- 

With regard to the first key issue, it is important to clarify 

the concepts of remote and local mobile payments. Remote 

usage consists of, for instance, a telephone order (attended 

or assisted) or a web-shop purchase (unattended or 

unassisted). Local usage would be shopping face-to-face or 

at a self-service site. Remote mobile shopping is already 

happening, offering a variety of opportunities, but it is 

expected to grow rapidly once convenient authentication 

methods towards server wallets are available. The 

breakthrough of local wireless shopping will probably be 

slower than remote shopping, due mainly to the slower 

development cycle of the required technology. But in 

reality, local payments have the potential to be widely 

popular in the long run. Local payments will in the long 

term offer benefits for merchants in terms of cost savings if 

manned POS terminals can be turned into non-manned 

terminals or if customer throughput time can be increased. 

Likewise, acquiring new customers and additional sales with 

a more convenient service is also possible. A payment 

standard needs to be implemented into mobile phones to 

enable local payments. Enabling local payments with a 

mobile-optimized but existing standard, for instance EMV 

will add significant value for banks, such as in situations 

where off-line payments are supported by POS terminals. 

B. Requirements:- 

Four principal categories were identified when 

substantiating business requirements for mobile payment 

transactions. These are, in order of importance, customer 

proposition, business priorities, technical issues and 

implementation issues. The main elements within each 

principal category were assessed on their relative level of 

importance, in an overall mobile payments architectural 

solution, from the point of view of  members. The categories 

are explained in the order of priority in the business 

documentation. The customer proposition was considered to 

be the most important major category; simply on the 

understanding that if a mobile payment service was not 

easy-to-use, did not provide value for- money and was not 

convenient, it would not succeed. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM‟S PAYMENT ARCHITECTURE 

The preferred technical architecture is the optimum solution 

that fulfils the consolidated requirements of  banks in the 

short and long term. The requirements for the user‟s system 

(handset), the issuer's or acquirer‟s infrastructure, and 

merchant‟s systems are all addressed. The technical 

documentation concentrates on one key question: What 

might a generic mass-market mobile payment architecture, 

applicable across multiple markets, look like? The preferred 

payment architecture consists of both payer‟s and payee‟s 

architectures. Furthermore, this architecture consists of 

various components that include alternative authentication 

methods and different payment models suited to different 

scenarios such as micro, mini and macro payments in 

remote and local environments. The  business 

documentation identifies two basic payment scenarios, 

remote and local, as well as 11 overall payment 

opportunities. The architecture is suitable for all types of 

usage with the possible exception of mobile person to 

person (P2P). However, Mobile person-to person payments 

are already possible via use of WAP banking, which allows 

a mobile user to transfer money to another person by direct 

account transfer. Taking the requirements of  banks into 

account, it was recognized that the preferred solution should 

be: 

(1) Operator independent 

(2) Be based on a bank-issued second chip 

(3) Suitable for mass-market 

These requirements indicated that a dual-chip handset would 

be the best solution; it is the most 

probable scenario when taking both business and technical 

issues into consideration. The dual-chip solution is also the 

preferred solution of the handset manufacturers that are 

members of the  Forum. 

A. The Preferred Architecture for Remote Payments 

The preferred architecture for Remote payments is explained 

within this Chapter in high level as explained in the Fig1 

bellow 

1) The Server Wallet concept 

The preferred architecture for Remote payments includes a 

Server Based Wallet (SBW), an interoperability domain 

security protocol and an end user authentication method. A 

bank usually operates the Server Wallet - or a third party, if 

so requested by the issuing bank. The selection of the 

interoperability domain security protocol - 3D Secure, 3D 

SET, SPA or another – is up to the issuer and may vary 

depending on the situation. Forum stresses the need to create 

standards for this area, which should be formulated by a 

cross-industry initiative, including all associated 

organizations 
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Fig1 Diagram of the proposed 

scheme that explained here for transaction in mobile wallet 

The issuer also selects the end user authentication method, 

along with the requirements for the level of security 

(depending on the purchase in question). This authentication 

method may well be a password-based mechanism in the 

beginning, the upgrade path and preferred solution being a 

dual chip phone with WIM and digital signature capability. 

E-purse is one viable option for remote payments, especially 

for micro transactions. Both server and chip-based e-purses 

are included in the architecture. The following diagram 

describes the preferred architecture for remote payments in 

high level. This architecture is explained in more detail 

within the Forum PPA Technical document. Picture 1: The 

Preferred Architecture for Remote Payments. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED SCHEME 

As the scheme 1 completes merchant requests for payment 

from here scheme 2 starts in which mobile client gives 

payment to merchant using GPRS+SMS via bank where he 

already registered.  In Fig2 shows block diagram   Scheme 

of fig1 

In the scheme2 payment has made via bank also the 

authentication precedes using GPRS. As payment has 

successfully completed its confirmation is done using SMS.  

To access the GPRS WAP is required to use. Ever since 

Internet became accessible and popular with consumers the 

number of users have increased exponentially and the 

accessibility will just grow and become better and better.  

Nowadays people wish to surf the Internet whether or not 

they have a computer nearby. The WAP Forum, a 

consortium that was started by Ericsson, Nokia, Motorola 

and Phone.com (formerly Unwired Planet), is making this 

wish come true. Today most of the biggest 

telecommunication companies are members. The 

consortium's task and purpose is to control and develop the 

WAP specifications. To make the accessibility better and 

make it possible to build the Wireless communication upon 

already functioning technology, such as HTTP, a WAP 

gateway is introduced which purpose is to Decode/encode 

the request/response from the WAP client and WWW server 

respectively. The job for the gateway is to interpret between 

the two languages HTML and WML. The gateway place is 

between the WAP client and the WWW server.[8] 

Short Message Service, or SMS, is one of the most 

widely available and popular services for cell phone users. 

Often sWe shall provide you the proof of full publication, 

digital certificates afterold as text messaging service, it is 

the ability to send short messages between phone users. The 

ubiquitous nature of SMS means that it is supported 

worldwide on cellular networks of (almost) any technology, 

including but not limited to TDMA, CDMA, WCDMA, 

GSM, GPRS,CDMA2000-1X, CDMA2000-MX, and 

EDGE. 

In the Fig2 shows the signal flow of the proposed scheme 

which requires following five parties to involve. 

 Customer  (Cust): The clients who purchased items 

and have to pay. 

 Issuing Bank (IsBnk) : It provides the payment to 

merchant using Acquiring bank. 

 Acquiring Bank(AcqBnk):It processes all final 

payment transaction. 

 Issuing Bank Server (IsBser): It have all 

information of mobile client like  ID, PIN, Amount, 

Limit, Category etc. 

 Merchant(Mer): It sells the items and required to 

pay. 

 
Fig2 Signal Flow graph of the proposed scheme of the Fig1 

The following steps required to perform to accomplish the 

task of scheme.[10]  

 Step1: Cust request that he is ready for payment to 

IsBnk by browsing.  

 Step2: IsBnk directs the Cust towards the bank 

gateway IsBser.   

 Step3: IsBser gives authentication  

acknowledgement to IsBnk for cust. 

 Step4: IsBnk sends Mismatch PIN and ID message 

to customer. 

 Step5:IsBnk Amount check  message  to the IsBnk. 

 Step6: IsBser gives Amount check  

acknowledgement to IsBnk for cust. 

 Step7: IsBnk sends Balance not enough message to 

customer. 

 Step8:IsBnk Limit check  message  to the IsBnk. 

 Step9: IsBser gives Limit check  acknowledgement 

to IsBnk for cust. 

 Step10: IsBnk sends Limit not enough message to 

customer. 

 Step11: IsBnk sends payment request to AcqBnk 

for payment to Mer. 

 Step12: AcqBnk gives payment to Mer. 

 Step13: Mer authorized with IsBnk. 

 Step14:  Mer sends Payment Recived Ack to 

IsBser. 

 Step15:  AcqBnk sends payment sends ack to Cust. 
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 Step16: AcqBnk sends payment sends ack to Cust. 

 Step17: AcqBnk sends payment sends ack to Cust. 

V. SOFTWARE SOLUTION OF PROPOSED SCHEME USING 

J2ME AND J2EE [4][5][6][7] 

SMS are manipulated using WMA called Wireless 

Messaging API, is an optional API that enables MIDP 

applications to leverage the utility of SMS. In addition, the 

API can be used for receiving and processing Cell Broadcast 

Service (CBS) messages and point to point messages. 

[9][10].  

There are two API used to develop the software of 

scheme2 are JSR120 and JSR205. The software developed 

of scheme 2 shows in Fig 5 with the necessary command 

used to develop the application for scheme  represented as in 

fig1. 

When you‟re in a session (when connect() returns 

successful), You can start sending and receiving object 

using following command of JSR 82 API in Fig 3 which is 

for software developing command of scheme, shown in the 

fig1, which is as per the following steps. 

 
Fig. 3: signal flow with Command, instruction and method 

to implement the  proposed scheme shown in the Fig1 

 Step1: Cust request that he is ready for payment to 

IsBnk by  command 

txtmessage.setPayloadText(client ID,PIN,Amount, 

Payee No.); and conn.send(txtmessage); 

 Step2: IsBnk directs the Cust towards the bank 

gateway IsBser by command msg=conn.reaceive(); 

 Step3: IsBser gives authentication  

acknowledgement to IsBnk for cust by using 

method public Authentication Ack(){ };. 

 Step4: IsBnk sends Mismatch PIN and ID message 

to customer using command  

txtmessage.setPayloadText(PIN, ID not match 

string); and conn.send(txtmessage); 

 Step5:IsBnk Amount check  message  to the IsBnk 

method public Amount(){ }; . 

 Step6: IsBser gives Amount check  

acknowledgement to IsBnk for cust using method 

txtmessage.setPayloadText(Amount not enough 

string); and conn.send(txtmessage); . 

 Step7: IsBnk sends Balance not enough message to 

customer using  method limit checking bypublic 

limit(){ }; 

 Step8:IsBnk Limit check  message  to the IsBnk  

using methodlpublic limit Ack(){ };  . 

 Step9: IsBser gives Limit check  acknowledgement 

to IsBnk for cust using method public limit Ack(){ 

};   

 Step10: IsBnk sends Limit not enough message to 

customer using command 

txtmessage.setPayloadText(Limit not enough 

string); and conn.send(txtmessage);. 

 Step11: IsBnk sends payment request to AcqBnk 

for payment to Mer using command  

txtmessage.setPayloadText(Encrypted Currency 

string); and conn.send(txtmessage); 

 Step12: AcqBnk gives payment to Mer  using 

command txtmessage.setPayloadText(Payment 

receivedack string);and conn.send(txtmessage);. 

 Step13: Mer authorized with IsBnk using command 

txtmessage.setPayloadText(Payment received ack 

string); and conn.send(txtmessage);  . 

 Step14:  Mer sends Payment Recived Ack to IsBser 

using command 

txtmessage.setPayloadText(Payment received  

string); and conn.send(txtmessage);. 

 Step15:  AcqBnk sends payment sends ack to Cust 

using command 

txtmessage.setPayloadText(Payment received  

string); and conn.send(txtmessage);. 

 Step16: AcqBnk sends payment sends ack to Cust 

using command 

txtmessage.setPayloadText(Payment received  

string); and conn.send(txtmessage);. 

 Step17: AcqBnk sends payment sends ack to Cust 

using command 

txtmessage.setPayloadText(Payment Done string); 

and conn.send(txtmessage);. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In the above described schemes  are reducing cost as well as 

time and hassling when both the schemes are used to create 

a same application then the security also improves. Here 

most of the of the necessary transaction are stored with 

authenticity of mobile service provider so, they can used as 

an evidence during the dispute.    

The mobile wallet concept, commercialized on a 

large scale in Japan and South Korea, is gradually catching 

on in other countries, as evidenced by a growing number of 

trials being announced in Europe, the U.S. and Asia. NTT 

DoCoMo‟s i-mode partners, for example, are among the 

many mobile operators eagerly exploring the potential of 

mobile-wallet services. French provider Bouygues Telecom 

plans to test services for Parisian subways, buses and trams, 

while in Hong Kong, Hutchison Telecom‟s CEO Peter 
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Wong says: “NTT DoCoMo‟s Osaifu-Keitai has been very 

successful in Japan. Users continue to increase, keeping us 

interested in its development. We are interested because we 

ourselves are considering expanding our service menu by 

adding mobile-wallet capabilities to our services.” In the 

United States, a group of companies is testing a service in 

New York that enables credit card holders to use their 

phones for payments at stores and in the subway. Also in 

Atlanta, Chicago and Salt Lake City, mobile payments trials 

are underway that bring together credit card companies, 

software developers and network operators. Indications are 

that the next few years could see exciting developments in 

mobile-wallet applications. Technology analyst company In-

Stat agrees, predicting that in the North American market 

alone, as many as 25 million subscribers could be using 

mobile wallets by 2011[3]. 
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